IMPORTANT: Read all instructions before you begin.
1. Seat yourself comfortably.
2. In the area above, write at least 10 lines describing your ideal job environment.
3. Writing instrument used above: pencil___ ball-point pen___ felt-tip pen___ roller-tip pen___ other___________________
4. CURSIVE writing is required; if printing is your natural style, please provide BOTH print and cursive.
5. If you print, when?
6. If there is a physical limitation which affects your handwriting, please explain:

Research has established that personality is the single most important factor in determining one’s compatibility to and happiness in a particular job or career. Studies have also determined that an analysis of handwriting is a viable, non-discriminatory procedure in understanding an individual’s personality for such purposes. The results can be invaluable in identifying hidden talents or potential, interests and motivations, and can be utilized in career development, self-improvement and in team-building activities.

The analysis results will be used in conjunction with other data, tests, observations and job-related information to facilitate human resource decisions. If you choose not to participate, you will not be denied employment opportunities on the basis of your refusal.

By signing above, I hereby release this company, and Handwriting Research Corporation from any liability based upon their findings or recommendations.